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Gas Supply and Transit ContractsGas Supply and Transit Contracts

In January 2009, Na"ogaz and Gazprom signed two ten-year

contracts – one dealing with the supply of gas from Russia to

Ukraine, and the other with the transit of gas via Ukraine to Europe.

Although closely related, each contract has given rise to separate

arbitra!ons which have allegedly produced different results. The

specific details regarding these agreements are highly confiden!al,

but reports in the industry press, as well as statements by the

par!es and in legal publica!ons, have shed some light on their

contents.

Gas supply contract. Gazprom agreed to provide gas to Na"ogaz at

a price linked to that of other petroleum products. In addi!on to

paying the contract price, Na"ogaz agreed to a number of

addi!onal obliga!ons, including most notably a take-or-pay clause

and a des!na!on clause.

Take-or-pay clause: a clause which specifies a minimum volume of gas to be purchased. Out of the annual contract quan!!es of 52bcm per

year, Na"ogaz had to take at least 80% (42bcm) or be subject to penal!es for the propor!on of this volume that it does not purchase. As a

result of this clause, Na"ogaz had to pay for at least 42bcm a year, whatever the volume it required or used. 

Des!na!on clause: a provision precluding the purchaser from reselling the gas, i.e. Ukraine has to be the ‘final des!na!on’.[1]

Gas transit contract. This contract covered the transit of gas through Na"ogaz’s pipelines in Ukraine to other importers further west.[2]It

contained minimum volume obliga!ons for transport by Gazprom which were set at 110 bcm per year (120.08 bcm for 2009).[3]The transit

element explains the wider interna!onal interest in the case, since the performance of the transit contract affected mul!ple European countries

impor!ng gas via the Na"ogaz pipeline.

The Na"ogaz-Gazprom rela!onship has deteriorated in light of the geo-poli!cal changes of the last nine years, including the changes in oil prices and

Ukraine’s efforts to join the EU (and thus to ensure the conformity of its energy market with the European one), followed by Russia’s annexa!on of

Crimea. A number of disagreements over price and minimum purchase/transit obliga!ons ul!mately resulted in the numerous arbitra!ons and related

enforcement proceedings.[4]

Commercial Arbitra!ons Commercial Arbitra!ons 

In May and December 2017, a three-member arbitral tribunal issued two awards in se#ling the issues which had arisen in the arbitra!on related to the

natural gas supply contract between Na"ogaz and Gazprom.[5]These decisions were followed by a final award rendered on 28 February 2018 by the

same panel[6]with regard to the gas transit contract. All of these proceedings were administered by the Arbitra!on Ins!tute of the Stockholm Chamber

of Commerce and seated in Stockholm, Sweden.[7]The resul!ng awards have since led to enforcement proceedings in mul!ple European jurisdic!ons. 

1. Supply Contract Arbitra!on

In June 2014, both Na"ogaz and Gazprom lodged claims against one another in rela!on to the gas supply contract, which were consolidated into a single

arbitra!on.[8]Na"ogaz sought to review the price index retroac!vely in order to claim the sums that had been allegedly overpaid to Gazprom star!ng in

May 2011.[9]Na"ogaz also requested the annulment of the des!na!on and take-or-pay clauses which were no longer economically viable given the

shi"s in the oil and gas market.[10]Gazprom, on the other hand, claimed damages for non-payment by Na"ogaz and penal!es under the take-or-pay

clause due to Na"ogaz’s alleged failure to purchase the minimum volumes of gas specified in the contract.
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In an interim award rendered on 30 May 2017, the tribunal accepted the principle of price index revision (linking it to the German gas hub NetConnect

Germany), which was later quan!fied in a final award in December 2017.[11]Yet, the tribunal only revised the price as from 2014, thus ignoring the

retrospec!ve aspect of Na"ogaz’s claim for overpayment. Contrary to Na"ogaz’s request, the take-or-pay clause remained in force but was revised to

bring the minimum volume down from 42 bcm to 4bcm a year. Similarly to price revision, the tribunal excluded the retroac!ve applica!on of the revised

take-or-pay provision. The arbitrators jus!fied the revision of these clauses by reference to market developments, namely oil-linked pricing no longer

being the standard prac!ce. Finally, the tribunal also granted Na"ogaz’s applica!on to declare the des!na!on clause null and void.[12]

Taking into account the validity of the take-or-pay clause and its revision as from 2014, the tribunal ordered Na"ogaz to pay damages in the amount of

US$2.02 billion for volumes not taken between 2010 and 2017 and applied a penalty of US$600,000 a day for non-payment.[13]The supply contract

arbitra!on award allowed both par!es to claim victory - Gazprom received part of the damages claimed and Na"ogaz obtained the revision of some

contract clauses for the remaining two years of contract performance.

1. Transit Contract Arbitra!on

In this second dispute, rela!ng to the gas transit contract, the par!es’ posi!ons were reversed. Gazprom was under an obliga!on to transport the

minimum volumes set out in the contract.[14]Hence, Na"ogaz claimed damages for Gazprom’s alleged breaches of the minimum shipment obliga!ons,

whereas Gazprom sought revision of the same obliga!ons and applicable tariffs. 

Na"ogaz also requested the tribunal to order the transfer of its rights and obliga!ons under the transit contract to its subsidiary, Public Joint Stock

Company ‘Ukrtransgaz’ (Ukrtransgaz). The request can be explained by Na"ogaz’s efforts to separate its purchase and transport ac!vi!es in order to

comply with the EU energy law standards.[15]

In a final award rendered on 28 February 2018, the tribunal refused to revise the minimum transport obliga!ons provided for by the contract. It held

that Gazprom had indeed breached these obliga!ons and ordered it to pay US$4.63 billion in damages. In rela!on to Na"ogaz’s transmission of contract

rights and obliga!ons request, the tribunal considered it to be outside its competence. Accordingly, un!l the end of 2019, Na"ogaz cannot transfer its

contract rights and obliga!ons to Ukrtransgaz absent Gazprom’s acceptance.[16]

Enforcement proceedings in the Netherlands, Switzerland and the UKEnforcement proceedings in the Netherlands, Switzerland and the UK

The ne&ng off of the supply and transit final arbitra!on awards resulted in an obliga!on on the part of Gazprom to pay damages of US$2.56 billion to

Na"ogaz.[17]The Ukrainian company thus started a series of enforcement proceedings in various jurisdic!ons in which Gazprom has assets. So far, these

jurisdic!ons include the Netherlands, Switzerland, and England and Wales. 

Gazprom has strategically important assets in Switzerland, where the Nord Stream and Nord Stream 2 project en!!es (which are entrusted with the

construc!on of the gas pipelines running from Russia to Europe and bypassing Ukraine) are headquartered. In May 2018, Na"ogaz sought orders from

a court in the Canton of Zug for the seizure of Gazprom’s shares in Nord Stream and Nord Stream 2, as well as claims of debts against Gazprom. This

applica!on was contested by the project en!!es based on the fact that they are located not only in the Canton of Zug and, as such, fall outside of the

court’s jurisdic!on. There are contradictory reports by both par!es on the status of these proceedings: Na"ogaz claims that the Swiss court ordered

seizure of the Nord Stream shares on 29 June 2018; Gazprom states that the court’s decision merely suspended the exclusion of these shares from a

list of assets subject to interim measures.

With respect to Na"ogaz’s claims in the Netherlands, it appears that Gazprom has registered a number of subsidiaries there, including South Stream,

Blue Stream, Sakhalin Holdings, E&P Interna!onal and Gazprom Finance. According to a statement issued by Na"ogaz, which does not name the

specific companies, Gazprom’s Dutch subsidiaries have refused to comply with the a#achment order issued by the Dutch courts.

On 19 June 2018, the Commercial Court in London issued a freezing order in respect of Gazprom’s assets in England and Wales. In order to comply with

this order, Gazprom had to provide Na"ogaz with a list of all of its assets with a value greater than US$50,000, which it did a"er obtaining the requisite

permission from the Russian government.[26]The freezing order has had important consequences for Gazprom’s line of credit, since banks and financial

ins!tu!ons are wary of lending it money that could be seized if it passes through England.[27]

Annulment of the arbitra!on awardsAnnulment of the arbitra!on awards

While Na"ogaz has been seeking interim measures to secure payment obliga!ons against Gazprom’s European assets, the la#er has been pursuing the

annulment of the aforemen!oned awards before the Swedish courts.[28]Before the issuance of the transit contract award, Gazprom had already begun

proceedings to set aside the supply contract award before the Svea Court of Appeal[29]on the grounds of serious procedural irregulari!es and “

overreaching” by the tribunal.[30]

On 29 March 2018, Gazprom submi#ed a request to annul the transit contract award on similar grounds to those invoked in respect of the supply award.

In May 2018, Gazprom also filed new arguments in support of its pe!!on, based on the allegedly extensive role of the tribunal secretary in dra"ing a

significant part of the award.[31]On 13 June 2018, the Svea Court of Appeal in Sweden ordered a stay of enforcement pending the determina!on of the

validity of the award. Na"ogaz has appealed this interim order, claiming that it had been issued ex parte. The Ukrainian company has also con!nued

enforcement proceedings abroad, considering that the Court of Appeal’s decision merely amounted to a temporary stay.[32]
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Further disputesFurther disputes

In parallel, in March 2018, Gazprom started yet another arbitra!on to terminate both the supply and transit contracts that would otherwise remain in

force un!l the end of 2019.[33]Gazprom is notably seeking to cons!tute a new tribunal different from that which heard the two previous arbitra!ons

rela!ng to the two agreements. Na"ogaz followed suit in July 2018 by filing its own claim to revise tariffs under the transit contract, a claim which was

not advanced in the first transit arbitra!on.[34]

Some commentators have pointed out that the arbitral awards rendered to date in the Na"ogaz-Gazprom legal ba#les in Stockholm reflect a conscious

effort by the arbitrators to avoid poli!cal considera!ons and to rule on a purely commercial basis.[35]Nonetheless, the Gazprom-Na"ogaz saga is clearly

very far from being over, as the par!es have commenced a new wave of arbitra!ons[36]and mul!ple enforcement proceedings are taking place in

different jurisdic!ons.

Mariia Puchynaand Veronika Timofeeva,Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer (Paris)
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